
FORM 9  NAME                                                              DATE 
 

TEST 01           UNIT 1   WHO ARE YOU?                                                                                                                   VARIANT 1 
              

LISTENING 

1.   You will hear sentences describing person's character. 

      Choose the variants from the list of personal traits the speaker is talking about.  
 

a) serious   b) ambitious   c) curious    d) bossy   e) hard-working    f)  selfish   g) communicative    h) competitive 
 

Speaker 1 ............................ Speaker 3 ............................. Speaker 5............................... Speaker 7 ............................... 

Speaker 2 ............................ Speaker 4 ............................. Speaker 6............................... Speaker 8............................... 

                                               MARK: ……. / 12 
 

 

1. In each pair of sentences tick (Ѵ) the correct one. 
 

1)        a) My favourite sport is skiing      b) My favourite sport is to ski. 
 

2)     a) Dancing is a good way of keeping fit.   b) Dancing is a good way of keep fit. 
 

3)    a) Would you mind holding my bag?    b) Would you mind to hold my bag? 
 

4)    a) I can't stand to wait.               b) I can't stand waiting. 
 

5)    a) Everyone likes getting presents.    b)  Everyone likes to getting presents. 
 

6)   a) I'm looking forward to meeting.             b) I'm looking forward in meeting. 
 

2. Write who these people are. 

e.g.  ..…  a football fan  ………     - A person who can’t live without football     

1) …………………………….. - Someone who spends a lot of time in front of TV. 

2) …………………………….. - Someone who talks all the time. 

3)  …………………………….. - Someone who talks about the people’s private lives. 

4)  …………………………….. - Someone who does not eat meat  



3. For questions from 1 - 8, read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. 

CIRCLE (TICK) the correct word. 
 

1. One of my friends, Artem, is ……… so he helped me out when my computer broke down. 

A   a computer wizard   B   a couch potato         C   a skiing fan         D   a health freak 

2. Maryna is ……… so she eats only good food. 

A  a couch potato              B  a health freak      C  a chatterbox          D  a computer wizard 

3. Her friend Sasha is ……… so her winter weekends are always busy. They go skiing every Saturday.  

A  a computer wizard            B   a skiing fan 

C  a vegetarian             D   a gossip 

4. Ann never watches TV because she thinks it's a waste of time. So, she was strong to convince Tim to stop being ……  .   

A   a health freak   B   a skiing fan 

C   a computer wizard   D   a couch potato 

5. Their sports ………. is as important as school for them.  

A  wear    B  career   C  hangout   D  clothes 

6. You might call them fashion ……….. because they love designer labels and always keep up with the latest trends. 

A  clothes   B  victims   C  outfits   D  fans 

7. They think that today's world ……… too much around money. 

A  wears   B  plays   C  cares   D  thinks 

8. Some young people like …………. their hair in bright colours. 

A  washing  B  wearing   C  dying   D  painting             
           

4. Read and choose (tick, circle) the correct word to complete the sentence. 
 

1. You can start ………….. your friends to join in. 

a) tell    b) telling   c) told       d) telling to   

2. Continue …………..  each meeting but don't make your club boring.  

a) planning   b) to plan    c) while planning     d) on planning 

3. If your club is advertised well, don't be surprised ……… too many members! 

a) with having   b) in having  c) at having      d) having 

4. We are looking forward …………..  you in our club. 

a) to see    b) to be seeing   c) to seeing      d) to having seen                               

MARK: …..... / 12 



FORM 9  NAME                                                         DATE 
 

TEST 01           UNIT 1   WHO ARE YOU?                                                                                                              VARIANT 2  
             

      LISTENING 

1.   You will hear sentences describing person's character. 

      Choose the variants from the list of personal traits the speaker is talking about. 
 

a) serious   b) ambitious  c) bossy   d)  curious   e) hard-working    f)  competitive    g) communicative    h) selfish     
 

Speaker 1............................ Speaker 3............................ Speaker 5............................... Speaker 7 ............................... 

Speaker 2............................ Speaker 4............................ Speaker 6............................... Speaker 8............................... 

             MARK: ..…. / 12 
 

 

1. In each pair of sentences tick (Ѵ) the correct one. 

1) a) My aunt's hobby is knitting.      b)  My aunt's hobby is to knit. 

2) a) Swim is good for health.      b) Swimming is good for health. 

3) a) Everyone enjoys to getting presents.             b) Everyone enjoys getting presents. 

4) a) Do you mind speaking English in class?  b) Do you mind to speak English in class? 

5)  a) Den is fond about painting.    b)  Den is fond of painting. 

6)  a) I'm looking forward to meeting you again.  b)  I'm looking forward in meeting you again. 
 

2. Write who these people are. 

e.g.  ..…  a football fan  ………     - A person who can’t live without football    
  

1) …………………………….. - Someone who spends a lot of time in front of TV. 

2) …………………………….. - Someone who does not eat meat. 

3)  …………………………….. - Someone who knows everything about computers. 

4)  …………………………….. - Someone who talks all the time. 



3. For questions from 1- 8, read the text below and decide which answer (А, В, C or D) best fits each gap. 
 

1. I like  …………… baggy sportswear because I spend a lot of time on my skating. 

A  cleaning  B  washing  C  wearing   D  bringing 

2. Their favourite ……… are computer labs; cyber cafes or any other places with a computer near by. 

A  outfits   B  hangouts  C  clothes   D  wearings 

3. They ………. well with skaters, since skateboarding is their favourite pastime. 

A  wear    B  unite   C  bring   D  hangout 

4. Baggy clothes and baseball caps are their most usual …… . 

A  wearing   B  outfit   C  hangout   D  smart clothes 

5. So now Steve works out a lot and girls think he is  ……… . 

A  a vegetarian   B  athletic   C  a chatterbox   D  a computer wizard 

6. My friend Luida is ……… .  She works harder than anyone else I know. 

A  a gossip   B   a chatterbox  C  a busy bee  D   a couch potato 

7. Ann advised her ……… a speaking club and spend time organising discussions on important school events. 

A  to speak  B  to join   C  joining    D  finding 

8.     No time left ……… about others. Besides, it is not even a good thing to do. 

A  to ask   B  to play   C  to sing   D  to gossip                                                             

  

4. Read the text and choose (tick, circle) the correct word to complete the sentence. 

1. Are you …………. of a club that serves a purpose and fills a need? 

a) think    b) thought   c) thinking      d) to think  

2. For example, if your classmates have difficulties with math and you are fond of ………. math, start a math club. 

   a) learning   b) to learn    c) being learned      d) of learning  

3. Or, if many classmates are interested  ……… websites and you are good at technology and enjoy it,  

start a computer programming club if there isn't already one. 

a) in designing   b) at designing   c) on designing      d) about designing 

4.  Think of …………. your club a good name, for example, "Creativity".  

a) having given   b) giving    c) given       d) to give                        MARK: ..……. / 12 



 
 




